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Question Paper Of June 2014
A Chinese Communist Party spokesman said the GOP report was 'based on concocted lies and distorted facts without providing any evidence, is not credible or scientific.' ...
Beijing dismisses Republican report into Covid-19's Wuhan lab origins as 'concocted lies'
Britain’s rule of Hong Kong was ‘occupation’, say draft teaching materials for the revamped subject, while teachers say the revisions could narrow room for classroom discussion of Hong Kong’s history ...
Hot topics: The new face of liberal studies
For 25 years, artist instructor June Tyler has shared the art of papermaking with her students at her studio, Pondside Pulp and Paper. Now, they are coming together ...
25 Years of Papermaking at Pondside Pulp and Paper
Finding community was very difficult.” It was during this time that Mr. Pathak realized the need for patients to take back control of their own health care journeys by controlling their personal ...
Using technology to put more power in the hands of patients
The organizers of the Tokyo Olympics made a bold claim before the Games. In a June report on the event’s environmental footprint, they said the event would be not only carbon neutral, but carbon ...
What is the carbon footprint of the Olympics?
Top House Republicans argue that emails and other evidence show that the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases funded gain-of-function research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology and ...
Republicans argue Fauci emails show NIH funded gain-of-function research at Wuhan lab
A US bribery investigation into a former Glencore employee has revived long-standing questions over corruption in Nigeria’s oil sector. Though the West African country’s national oil company insists ...
US bribery investigation spurs calls for greater transparency in Nigerian oil sector
Many communities aren’t losing biodiversity, but ecosystems are changing rapidly and the future is far from rosy.
The world’s species are playing musical chairs: how will it end?
Sudden floods across Central Europe have led governments to initiate bailouts, putting a decades-old debates on how to respond to future natural disasters back on the policy agenda. Using a ...
Extreme floods change men’s risk preferences, and it could matter for financing climate adaptation measures
Mark Redwine’s former girlfriend told jurors Monday that he was an “attentive” parent to his son Dylan in the year leading up to the 13-year-old’s disappearance. “He loved Dylan very much,” Karen ...
Animal behaviorist questions accuracy of cadaver dogs in Redwine trial
U.S. Senate hearing, Republican Sen. Rand Paul and Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, once again had a testy exchange over whether the U.S.
FactCheck: Origin of coronavirus remains unclear, but Sen. Rand Paul overstates case for Chinese lab
Admiral Brett Giroir, a former member of Trump's coronavirus task force, told 'Fox & Friends' Wednesday that Fauci's conduct in a heated exchange with Rand Paul was 'concerning.' ...
Former COVID testing czar Brett Girior slams Fauci for calling Rand Paul a liar for asking 'legitimate questions' on the $600K NIH grant to the Wuhan lab and gain-of-function ...
Q2 2021 Earnings Call Aug 03, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ET Operator Good morning. Leading today's call are Maeve O'Meara, chief executive officer; and Will Bondurant, chief financial officer. Maeve and Will ...
Castlight Health (CSLT) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
This article was first published in June 2020 and has been updated.It looked like an assured long-term commitment when Harry Kane pledged his future to Tottenham back in the summer of 2018, with the ...
Kane's Tottenham regret? Ranking the longest contracts ever signed
An article that used geolocation data to place a priest at gay bars raises questions over journalistic ethics, and shines a light on the Catholic media landscape.
‘Outing’ of priest shines light on power — and partisanship — of Catholic media
Thrasher recalls his leadership as president, his love for the campus community and his steadfastness in times of challenge.
John Thrasher looks back on challenges, changes as he leaves Florida State presidency
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The following story was reported by Eric S. Peterson with The Utah Investigative Journalism Project in partnership with The Salt Lake Tribune. Escalante business owners Stephen and Jeanne Seymour have ...
Lawsuit alleges feud-inspired conspiracy by Garfield County sheriff
The Supreme Court of Rhode Island affirmed the dismissal of Title IX lawsuit Jane Doe v. Brown in an opinion filed June 28, ending an eight-year investigatory and legal process.
R.I. Supreme Court rules in favor of Brown in sexual assault lawsuit
Brandon Lewis, the secretary of state for Northern Ireland, in the briefest of Commons statements this month, announced a “statute of limitations, to apply equally to all Troubles-related incidents”.
Brandon Lewis is right to limit scope of legacy investigations
We look at the lengthiest contracts ever signed in football and how, with the added benefit of hindsight, they rank in terms of investment value.
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